AS901 & AS125

amplifier stands
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The AS901 Amplifier Stand is specifically designed to be used with the
McIntosh MC901 Dual Mono Amplifier and its unique dimensions.
The AS125 Amplifier Stand is ideally suited to be used with McIntosh
monoblock amplifiers, including both current products and previous
models. A single AS125 can also be used with McIntosh stereo or
integrated amplifiers, and other home stereo system components.
The AS901 and AS125 share many features:
■

■

■

■
■

■

■

Made from sustainably sourced solid white ash, an incredibly strong
and durable wood, and resistant to scratches and dents.
Constructed using a face-glued technique with edge grain top, which
provides extreme strength, durability, and stability.
Finished with multiple coats of jet-black stain, with a catalyzed lacquer
topcoat to provide added vibrancy and depth to the finish.
Each have a 3” (7.62cm) thick wood slab to firmly hold the gear.
The feet have a protective pad on the bottom to protect floors and
minimize vibrations. It’s the same foot used on the MC901 Amplifier.
Each includes a faceplate with the McIntosh logo that can be
illuminated green via the Power Control ports located on the back.
The wood slab is made by Symbol Audio, who have received Silver
Exemplary status from the Sustainable Furnishings Council. Final
assembly, packing, and shipping is done at the McIntosh factory in
Binghamton, NY.

Left: AS901 Amplifier Stand. Right: AS125 Amplifier Stand.
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Left: AS901 Amplifier Stand with MC901 Amplifier.
Top Right: AS125 Amplifier Stand with MC1.25KW Amplifier.
Bottom Right: Back of AS125 showing Power Control ports (AS901 has the same ports).
Overall Dimensions (W x H x D):
AS901: 17.813” (45.2cm) x 4.051” (10.3cm)
x 29.813” (75.7cm)
AS125: 17.813” (45.2cm) x 4.051” (10.3cm)
x 18.013” (45.7cm)

Weight:
AS901: 41.6 lbs (18.9kg) net,
51.1 lbs (23.2kg) in shipping carton
AS125: 27.1 lbs (12.3kg) net,
35.1 lbs (15.9kg) in shipping carton

For the Consumer’s Protection:
In order to ensure the highest level of customer satisfaction, new McIntosh products may only be purchased from an
Authorized McIntosh Dealer; and, with certain limited exceptions may only be purchased over-the-counter or delivered
and installed by the Authorized McIntosh Dealer. McIntosh does not warrant, in any way, products that are purchased
from anyone who is not an Authorized McIntosh Dealer, or that have had their serial numbers altered or defaced.

Companion Products
AS901: The MC901 Dual Mono Amplifier is a logical companion for the AS901 Amplifier Stand.
AS125: The MC2KW, MC1.25KW, MC611, MC3500 Mk II, and MC2301 Monoblock Amplifiers, MC462 Stereo Amplifier, and
MA12000 and MA9000 Integrated Amplifiers as well as older McIntosh amplifiers are logical companions for the
AS125 Amplifier Stand. Your Authorized Dealer can provide additional information on other McIntosh product combinations.
To learn more, please call us at 1.800.538.6576.
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